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1. This submission addresses violence against children in institutional settings in Chile, with a focus on child sexual abuse and exploitation in institutions managed by the State Party’s National Service for Minors (SENAME)\(^1\) and the Catholic Church within the country.

The scale of child abuse in institutional settings and the case for a truth commission

2. In recent years, Chile has seen a steady rise in the number of complaints of sexual abuse of children within the Catholic Church. In March 2019, Chile’s National Prosecutor’s Office reported that there were 158 open investigations into sexual abuse or its cover-up by the clergy or employees of the Catholic Church, involving 219 accused and 241 alleged victims, 123 of whom were under the age of 18 at the time of the alleged abuse.\(^2\) Since that date, the National Prosecutor’s Office has not released updated figures. In August 2020, Chile’s Network of Survivors of Abuse in Institutional Settings in Chile (henceforth Network of Survivors), which manages the country’s only database of clergy abuse cases, announced that there had been 360 publicly made reports of alleged abuse committed within the Catholic Church.\(^3\) Those accused include 186 priests, 27 bishops and four cardinals.\(^4\)

3. In December 2018, a report by Chile’s Criminal Investigations Police (PDI) found reports of child abuse in all residential and custodial centres managed by the National Service for Minors (SENAME) which it had inspected, including reports of sexual abuse in 50 percent of the institutions.\(^5\) Similar concerns were raised in March 2022 by the parliamentary Special Investigative Commission on the situation of sexual abuse and exploitation of children in custody of the State, which found reports of commercial sexual exploitation of children in at least six SENAME institutions it investigated.\(^6\) Among its conclusions, it found that sexual abuse and exploitation of children in SENAME was “neither isolated nor new, but rather reiterated and long-standing in the system”.\(^7\) These data build on the research cited in the Committee’s 2018 inquiry of Chile under article 13 of the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) on a communications procedure (OPIC), including reports of sexual abuse from 20 SENAME

\(^1\) SENAME was renamed in 2020 as the National Service for the Specialised Protection of Children and Adolescents, which is also known as ‘Better Childhood’: https://www.mejorninez.cl/


\(^3\) Survivors’ Network in Chile, ‘Map of sexual abuse and abuse of conscience incidents by priests and other clergy in Chile’, August 2020. Available at: https://bit.ly/3ohQMOE [shortened link]

\(^4\) Ibid.


\(^7\) Idem. p.136
agencies located in nine different regions. Referring to multiple forms of child abuse and the systemic scale of the problem, the Committee noted that it “affected thousands of children who entered [SENAME-run] homes, across the whole country and throughout a long period of time, continuing until today,” and that “structural causes” have given rise to this situation and allowed it to continue.

4. The number of complaints of child abuse, including sexual abuse, in Chile’s Association of Guides and Scouts (AGSCh - Guías y Scouts de Chile) is not publicly available, but a 2021 media investigation revealed that an increasing number of abuse survivors had come forward. The Association of Guides and Scouts responded to the report with a press release, noting the steps it has taken in response to the increase in complaints.

5. The available statistics of child abuse across different settings are widely considered a significant underestimate, with studies concluding that between 70 to 90 percent of cases of abuse go unreported. With regard to reporting rates of clergy abuse, the monitoring organisation BishopAccountability.org asserts that the cases that come to light are widely considered to be the tip of the iceberg, and figures should always be interpreted as a low incidence of reporting, rather than a low incidence of abuse. The organisation further explains that the factors which have led to significant disclosure in other parts of the world - the lifting of statutes of limitations, widespread litigation by survivors, investigations of church offices by prosecutors, national inquiries by independent commissions - have so far not occurred across Latin American countries.

6. In response to the lack of data, Chile’s Network of Survivors called on the country’s then-President in August 2018, Sebastián Piñera, to establish an independent truth commission into child sexual abuse within the Catholic Church in Chile. Despite the government spokesperson pledging to study the proposal, the network of Survivors asserts that no tangible government action ensued. Over the years, the Network of Survivors has received an increasing number of complaints from survivors of abuse in institutional settings beyond the Catholic Church, including SENAME and Chile’s Association of Guides and Scouts (Asociación Guías y Scouts de Chile), and consequently amended its call for a “Truth, Justice and Reparations Commission” to investigate child sexual abuse in all institutions, both publicly and privately run. It renewed its call most recently in the form of a citizen petition in January 2022. This call was heeded to by Chile’s new President, Gabriel Boric, whose election manifesto includes creating a
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“Truth, Justice and Reparations Commission” to investigate human rights abuses against children in institutional settings.²⁰

7. Truth commissions play a crucial role in establishing facts around child abuse scandals, especially when there is a systemic lack of data, there are multiple versions of events or allegations have been covered up, dismissed or minimised by both the accused institutions and government. Many States around the world have responded to the systemic abuse of children in institutions by conducting large-scale, independent inquiries led by teams of independent experts to investigate the scale of abuse and identify institutional failures.²¹ National inquiries - or truth commissions, as they are better known in Latin America - are quasi-judicial bodies that create an official historical account of events; draw on the testimony of victims; set out steps in the form of recommendations for government and institutions to improve child protection law, policy and practice; and in some cases can also lead to the creation of redress schemes that may include an official apology, the construction of monuments to commemorate historical trauma and suffering, financial reparations, the provision of support services such as counselling, and hotlines for more abuse victims to come forward.²² An inquiry’s recommendations also seek to prevent the problem from recurring, including by advising on law reform to make reporting of abuse mandatory, pre-employment screening, staff training, mechanisms for children to report abuse, public awareness campaigns, prevention education for school children, oversight agencies and ratification of relevant human rights treaties and conventions.²³

8. Recommendations:

- The State Party should establish an independent and impartial truth commission to examine all cases of abuse of children in institutional settings in Chile. It should be adequately funded, endowed with the necessary legal powers to summon public and private actors and entities²⁴ and to access all necessary information even if deemed confidential, and the commissioners assigned should be independent of all the institutions to be investigated to avoid any conflict of interest and ensure impartiality.

**Protection from violence, abuse and neglect**

9. Ninety-six percent of SENAME’s residential and custodial centres are operated by accredited partner agencies, including private and religious entities,²⁵ many of which have faced child sexual abuse complaints, as addressed above. Forty-one percent of these facilities are operated directly by or affiliated with the Catholic Church.²⁶ In one case, the residential centre Nido Amigó, which was managed by the Catholic organisation Fundación Padre Luis Amigó, was found to be sexually exploiting children living in its care in exchange for donations.²⁷
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²⁰ ‘Protección integral de derechos de la niñez y adolescencia’, Propuestas programáticas: Infancia, Boric Presidente. Available at: https://boricpresidente.cl/propuestas/infancia/
²³ Idem., pp. 48-50.
²⁴ Chile’s National Prosecutor’s Office, for example, refused to participate in the parliamentary Special Investigative Commission on the situation of sexual abuse and exploitation of children in custody of the State. See, Final report, pp.126-127, available at: https://www.camara.cl/legislacion/comisiones/informes.aspx?prmID=3261
²⁶ Ibid.
10. The Office of Chile’s Ombudsperson for Children’s Rights (Defensoría de la Niñez) has repeatedly denounced the systemic lack of child safeguarding training given to staff across SENAME’s accredited partner agencies, including as recently as 2020.\(^{28}\) This follows the Committee’s own finding in its 2018 inquiry of Chile under article 13 of the OPIC, that SENAME institutions presented a chronic failure to employ staff specialised in child care and protection.\(^{29}\) In the same inquiry, the Committee also found that, due to overcrowding in SENAME institutions and accredited partner agencies, more than 400 children had been placed in “assistant organisations” that are not legally regulated or supervised by SENAME.\(^{30}\) On these two findings, the Committee concluded the State Party was in violation of CRC article 3.3 on children’s best interests.\(^{31}\) Additionally, the Committee found that a lack of protocols and staff training on non-violent disciplinary measures was resulting in violence against children in care, children who were already deemed vulnerable, for which the Committee found the State Party in violation of CRC article 19.\(^{32}\) Because of a similar lack of protocols and training on prevention of sexual abuse in the vast majority of SENAME agencies, the Committee found the State Party in violation of CRC article 34.\(^{33}\)

11. In 2020 SENAME’s name was changed to the National Service for the Specialised Protection of Children and Adolescents, with the overseeing ministry switching from the Ministry of Justice to the Ministry of Social Development and Family. Even under a new name, however, the government continues to outsource SENAME’s services by using accredited partner agencies, which human rights experts say is a neglect of the State’s children’s rights obligations.\(^{34}\)

12. The safety of SENAME centres was explicitly called into question most recently in March 2022 by the parliamentary Special Investigative Commission on the situation of sexual abuse and exploitation of children in custody of the State, which described staff training and prevention protocols are “insufficient” and “lacking”, that organised networks saw children in SENAME as “easy prey”,\(^{35}\) while staff in some cases were found to be linked to the organised networks and complicit in the abuse.\(^{36}\) For instance, out of nine complaints alleging abuse that were forwarded to the Public Prosecutor’s Office, the convicted perpetrator in four of the cases was a direct employee of SENAME or of one of its accredited partner agencies.\(^{37}\)

13. With regard to mandatory reporting in Chile, members of specific professions, including police, prosecutors, public employees, medical professionals, directors, inspectors and teachers of educational establishments have a legal obligation to report suspected child abuse.\(^{38}\) Failure to meet this obligation is a criminal offence, punishable with imprisonment or a fine.\(^{39}\) In the State Party’s report to the Committee, it notes that mandatory reporting extends to SENAME and its accredited partner agencies,\(^{40}\) but it is not
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clear in its report whether or how effectively mandatory reporting is implemented across SENAME’s partner agencies, which operate as independent entities.

14. It is not clear if mandatory reporting obligations in Chile extend to sporting or leisure associations, such as the Association of Guides and Scouts. Illustrating this ambiguity is an October 2020 press release by Chile’s Association of Guides and Scouts, in which it mentions that, as an internal policy, it “urges” its members to report any situation amounting to child sexual abuse to the competent authorities. The term ‘urge’ suggests an understanding that there is no obligation for members to do so.

15. The State Party’s report to the Committee does not provide information on strategies for the prevention of and intervention in sexual abuse of children by religious personnel of the Catholic Church; in fact, it makes no reference to any religious institution. With regard to mandatory reporting in Catholic Church-run institutions, CRIN recommended in 2019 that Chile extend mandatory reporting to ensure that any professional working with children, including in church-run institutions, is required to report suspected abuse, including when disclosed to a religious leader during confession. The need for this was underlined by Chilean prosecutor Emiliano Arias who said in October 2018 that the country’s Catholic Church had never voluntarily handed internal documents on child abuse complaints to civil authorities; this has only ever happened through court orders or raids of church offices.

16. Recommendations

- The State Party should ensure that effective child safeguarding policies and practices are in place within facilities in which children live, study, play and worship, and that a government oversight agency monitor adherence and implementation.
- The State Party should improve child safeguarding training and background screening of all staff across SENAME institutions, including accredited partner agencies.
- The State Party should extend mandatory reporting obligations to ensure that any professional working with children, including in leisure or sports associations such as the Association of Guides and Scouts and in church-run institutions, is required to report suspected abuse, including when disclosed to a religious leader during confession.

Complaints and prompt, thorough and impartial investigations

17. There appears to be a reticence on the part of the National Prosecutor’s Office to investigate complaints of sexual abuse or its cover-up by the clergy or employees of the Catholic Church and participate in inquiries on sexual abuse and exploitation in SENAME institutions. First, the National Prosecutor’s Office has not released updated data on the number of open investigations into alleged clergy abuse since March 2019. The last known figures were reported in May 2019 by the international news agency Agencia EFE, noting that the number of complaints being investigated were 166, with 131 complainants being children at the time of the alleged abuse. Second, the National Prosecutor’s Office refused to participate in and provide information to the 2021-2022 parliamentary Special Investigative
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41 Guías y Scouts de Chile, ‘Declaración Pública AGSCh ante situaciones de abuso y la prevención de estos’, 31 October 2020. Available at: https://bit.ly/3NDsnkw [shortened link]
Commission on the situation of sexual abuse and exploitation of children in custody of the State, citing that it did not hold the relevant information on when and where alleged cases child abuse occurred, and that its regional offices are not required to record this data.\textsuperscript{46} The Committee’s 2018 inquiry of Chile under article 13 of the OPIC found that SENAME’s database lacked “complete [and] reliable” information on the situation of each child under its care.\textsuperscript{47}

18. The 2018 report by Chile’s Criminal Investigations Police (PDI) found child abuse has occurred in all residential and custodial centres managed by SENAME which it had inspected, including reports of sexual abuse in 50 percent of institutions.\textsuperscript{48} The case-specific information gathered was passed to the Public Prosecutor’s Office,\textsuperscript{49} yet it is not clear if any cases have been investigated further. Meanwhile in March 2022, the Special Investigative Commission on the situation of abuse and exploitation of children in custody of the State additionally found that, out of 73 cases alleging abuse that were opened between 2019 to December 2021 by SENAME’s legal assistance programme, ‘My Lawyer’,\textsuperscript{50} only nine had been forwarded to the National Prosecutor’s Office.\textsuperscript{51}

19. In 2018, the Catholic Church in Chile created an office to receive complaints of alleged clergy abuse.\textsuperscript{52} These church-run bodies have opened in many other countries, but have been criticised for their lack of transparency and independence, often refusing to pass on investigation details to civil authorities.\textsuperscript{53} In April 2019, the Public Prosecutor’s Office signed an agreement with the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Chile to cooperate in obtaining information for criminal investigations against accused clergy members.\textsuperscript{54} In response to the Catholic Church’s poor record of transparency and cooperation, survivors’ groups demanded that the agreement be annulled, which it was a week later.\textsuperscript{55}

20. In May 2019, the prosecutor handling clergy abuse complaints in Chile, Emiliano Arias, was suspended following a complaint against him alleging corruption (though unrelated to the clergy abuse cases\textsuperscript{56}). The suspension occurred on the same day that he approved an investigation of the Archbishop of Santiago, cardinal Ricardo Ezzati, over the alleged cover-up of child sexual abuse cases.\textsuperscript{57} Despite later being reinstated,\textsuperscript{58} Arias was removed from the clergy abuse cases, and survivors’ groups have publicly complained that progress in these cases has since stalled after they were transferred to the
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prosecutor Xavier Armendáriz. Following multiple requests for an update on cases, which were ignored by Armendáriz’s office, the Public Prosecutor’s Office finally told the Network of Survivors in September 2020 that the Covid-19 pandemic has further delayed the investigation of abuse cases. But the group reject this explanation, believing instead that the Office is chronically underfunded and therefore unable to carry out its work.

21. Recommendations:

● The State Party should ensure the transparent and effective investigation of all complaints of child sexual abuse, the criminal prosecution of alleged perpetrators, the adequate criminal punishment of those found guilty, and the compensation and rehabilitation of survivors of childhood abuse, including those who have become adults.

● The State Party should allocate adequate resources for the prompt investigation and prosecution of cases of sexual violence against children, including by providing sufficient resources to the National Prosecutor’s Office to enable it to carry out its work.

● The State Party should identify in a transparent manner the reasons for delays in its investigation and prosecution of complaints alleging child sexual abuse in the Catholic Church.

● The State Party should establish a national database on all forms of violence that disaggregates data by as many key variables as possible, including the victim’s age, sex, gender identity, disability, socio-cultural or ethnic background, migratory status, geographical location and urban/rural location.

Impunity

22. In July 2018, the Public Prosecutor’s Office reported that 22 prosecutions for clergy abuse had resulted in convictions. No updates have since been published by the Office and the State Party’s report to the Committee does not provide this data. According to the clergy abuse monitoring organisation, BishopAccountability.org, most reports alleging clergy abuse in Chile involve actions allegedly committed in the last 20 years and which were reported to law enforcement within just a few years of occurrence. The organisation points out that this relatively prompt reporting is atypical, and that, based on data on clergy abuse in other countries, the relatively recent cases comprise only a small fraction of the total number of cases, most of which date back decades and remain unreported.

23. Limitation periods are a major barrier to reporting abuse. Victims on average first disclose their abuse 24 years after it took place, with reasons including a victim’s sense of shame, not recognising what happened to them as abuse or fear of not being believed. In July 2019, Chile abolished the statute of limitations for an extensive list of sexual offences committed against children. However, the reform only applies to offences committed after the law came into force. For offences committed against children
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before this date, complaints must still be made within 10 years of a victim’s eighteenth birthday. This restriction will effectively prevent many abuse survivors from bringing their perpetrators to court and securing redress.

24. Recommendations

- The State Party must address systemic barriers to accessing justice for survivors of child sexual abuse, namely by abolishing remaining criminal limitation periods for sexual offences committed against children, including for offences committed before July 2019.
- The State Party should amend civil limitation periods to enable survivors of childhood sexual abuse to access remedies for sexual abuse.

Redress and reparations for past abuse

25. There have been notable cases in which financial compensation was awarded to survivors of clergy abuse who filed complaints with the National Prosecutor’s Office. For example, in March 2019 an appeals court ordered the Archdiocese of Santiago to pay three survivors 100 million Chilean pesos (US$146,400) each. However, the Network of Survivors denounces a systemic inability to obtain redress experienced by most people alleging they were sexually abused as children by clergy and employees of the Catholic Church. This applies to complaints made by survivors to both the Public Prosecutor’s Office and the Catholic Church.

26. In cases that were reported to the Catholic Church, which then conducted an internal investigation, claimants often say that they were given “take it or leave it” offers of compensation that did not amount to fair compensation. Included among those issued by the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, for instance, are offers of financial compensation from which was deducted the cost of rehabilitation that the survivor has received so far. Moreover, some written offers also state the dates on which the Church will cease to cover the costs of rehabilitation. The Network of Survivors has also complained that the Church is unwilling to give compensation to survivors whose abusers die or to the families of abuse victims who die. In one case, a survivor, whose abuser died, was notified by the Church that their complaint would no longer be investigated. Acceptance of compensation can also be dependent on non-disclosure agreements and agreements not to pursue legal action against the Church.

27. In its 2022 final report, the Special Investigative Commission on the situation of sexual abuse and exploitation of children in custody of the State noted that no government institution provided it with information on the current status of reparations or redress for victims of abuse suffered while living in SENAME institutions. As a result, the Commission concluded that the State lacks capacity with regard to the restitution of rights, and that there is insufficient coverage of redress for victims.

28. The State Party’s report to the Committee notes that in 2018 Chile’s National Compact for Children
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68 Meganoticias, ‘Denunciantes de abusos sexuales acusan reparaciones insuficientes de Sagrados Corazones’, 10 January 2021. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6O0TnGW0IY&feature=youtu.be
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72 The Survivors’ Network has access to such offers of compensation, which are held on record.
73 Available at: https://www.camara.cl/legislacion/comisiones/informes.aspx?prmID=3261 p.124.
74 Ibid.
(Acuerdo Nacional por la Infancia)\textsuperscript{75} was “founded on a recognition by the State and society that Chile has failed to protect its children and adolescents and that they are owed an apology.”\textsuperscript{76} It describes the Compact as a "springboard" for the “protection and restitution of rights”.\textsuperscript{77} Nevertheless, the State Party has not provided details in response to the Committee’s request for it to provide information on measures taken to “[p]rovide adequate redress to current and former child victims of institutional abuse”.\textsuperscript{78} This calls into question whether it has taken any measures to improve abuse survivors’ access to redress.

29. In many countries where national inquiries into childhood abuse in institutional settings have been conducted, large-scale compensation programmes for survivors are now replacing traditional avenues of reparations, such as civil or criminal litigation, which can be costly, lengthy and traumatic. The first government redress scheme for institutional abuse of children began in 1993 in Canada, and since then, at least 36 government redress schemes have been concluded, are underway, or have been proposed across fourteen jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{79} Redress schemes offer a simplified and expedited way to obtain compensation by requiring lower standards of evidence from survivors, typically a “reasonable likelihood”.\textsuperscript{80}

30. It is important that redress schemes account for the full range of negative consequences to survivors’ lives, such as: damage caused by all forms of violence; cognitive impairment; psychiatric disorders and mental health issues; problems with family attachment; substance abuse; lack of education; chronic inability to retain employment or inability to progress in a career; racial discrimination; arbitrary deprivation of liberty and disruption of family life; and loss of cultural and native title rights.\textsuperscript{81}

31. Non-monetary redress often includes an official apology by the State to the victims and guarantees of non-repetition of violations, as well as recognition of harms of institutional care through memorials and exhibitions. In addition, redress schemes often provide other measures to survivors, such as rehabilitation, medical benefits, housing and educational support, counselling and psychiatric services, improved records access, assistance with family tracing and reunions. For Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities it could also include education about the history and effects of forcible removal from families.\textsuperscript{82}

32. Recommendations:

- The State Party should provide holistic reparations to survivors of institutional abuse, which meet their needs in the areas of physical health, mental health and psychological support, education, and their financial, living and employment situation.
- The State Party should implement redress schemes for survivors of institutional abuse to include monetary and non-monetary reparations, and which prioritise survivors’ right to be heard.
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